MACBETH.
TIMAGAMI PROVINCIAL FOREST.
DISTRICT OF SUDbury.
SUDbury MINING DIVISION.
Scale: 40 chains to an inch.

ACTON TWP

CLEMENT TWP

Mc C ARTHY. Twp.

McNISH Twp

400' surface rights reservation around all lakes & rivers.

NOTES:
N.E. 8th by J. Newman Oct. 16, 1930
S. 8th by W. B. Davis Oct. 16, 1930
W. 8th by D. Beatty Oct. 16, 1930
E. 1st by S. B. Beatty Oct. 16, 1889
S. 1st to S. B. Beatty Oct. 16, 1889

Partly shown by:

Other Lakes & Rivers from Base Map of Superion Census
Fluxed bands shown that --- Cotton right hand --- Relative
Conform shown that ---
Total area minus arbitrary bays 165.8 Acres
Conform 165.9
Surveyed by D. B. Lang Nov. 1927

Survey by E. B. Lang, Oct. 16, 1890

MACBETH M.1024